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Figure 1: Results of our interactive volumetric visualization pipeline for surgery planning. From left to right: 3D-printed model of the abdomen, volumetric visualization through projection directly onto the skin, plane and cursor for interactive selection of a 3D point in the volume, resulting internal point (blue ball) and corresponding skin point (white concentric circles).

Abstract
Nowadays, many surgical procedures require preoperative planning, mostly relying on data from 3D imaging techniques like computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging. However, preoperative assessment of this data is carried out on the PC (using classical CT/MR viewing software) and not on the patient’s body itself. Therefore, surgeons need to transfer both their overall understanding of the patient’s individual anatomy and also specific markers and labels for important points from the PC to the patient only with the help of imaginative power or approximative measurement. In order to close the gap between preoperative planning on the PC and surgery on the patient, we propose a system to directly project preoperative knowledge to the body surface by projection mapping. As a result, we are able to display both assigned labels and a volumetric and view-dependent view of the 3D data in-situ. Furthermore, we offer a method to interactively navigate through the data and add 3D markers directly in the projected volumetric view. We demonstrate the benefits of our approach using DIEP flap breast reconstruction as an example. By means of a small pilot study, we show that our method outperforms standard surgical planning in accuracy and can easily be understood and utilized even by persons without any medical knowledge.

CCS Concepts
• Applied computing → Health informatics; • Computing methodologies → Ray tracing; Mixed / augmented reality;

1. Introduction

In modern plastic and also general surgery, a planning step prior to the actual intervention is crucial for a large amount of operations. Surgery planning typically involves assessment of the three-dimensional data retrieved through imaging techniques like magnetic resonance imaging (MR) and computed tomography (CT), which is by default done by viewing the preoperative data in a standard 2D viewer for volume data. Using sagittal, coronal and axial views of the data, the surgeon can gain insights on patient-specific conditions and get a feel for the overall spatial relations. For some interventions, surgeons additionally mark points of interest on the patient’s skin for later use during the surgery. This transfer step is typically only guided by approximate measurements (e.g. “at about one third of the distance between breast and hip bone”, “10 centimetres below the navel”) and spatial imagination, and is therefore prone to errors adversely affecting the subsequent operation.
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An example for such an operation requiring preoperative planning is an abdominal-based DIEP (deep inferior epigastric perforator) flap breast reconstruction [HSB82, Har88] following cancer-related mastectomy. As the donor vessels supplying the flap with blood are used to reconnect the flap to the patient’s circulatory system during the procedure, it is vital for the success of the intervention not to inflict damage upon those vessels. To improve the outcomes of both DIEP flap surgery and also other microvascular reconstructive procedures, in many cases perforator mapping is performed before the intervention. In this preoperative step, the surgeon maps the course of the perforator vessels including special landmarks onto the patient’s abdominal skin and marks the according points for later use. Landmarks of interest include entry, exit and branching points of the vessels, and – most importantly – the points where the supplying vessels perforate (i.e. cross) the abdominal muscles and fascia. At the interface of subcutaneous fat and muscle/fascia, the meticulous preparation of the perforator vessels starts and needs to be continued through the muscle with utmost care not to damage them, as this could lead to flap failure. As the individual topography of the perforator vessels differs drastically between patients [VVH02], preoperative perforator mapping is known to reduce complications in DIEP flap breast reconstruction [FORC16]. There are a number of available modalities to perform perforator mapping, for example ultrasound, computed tomography angiography (CTA) or magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) [PRC12], with CTA being the gold standard for preoperative imaging in this field [MKC10, TGB07]. However, both the localization of the points of interest in the CTA slice stack and the transfer of the 3D information found in the scan to the localization on the patient’s skin are not trivial and introduce errors.

In order to solve both problems and to improve on accuracy of surgery planning in general and of perforator mapping in DIEP flap breast reconstruction in particular, we propose a novel method for preoperative data assessment, using projection to alleviate the transfer from the 3D information found in a preoperative CTA view to the patient’s body. To this end, we introduce a system to correctly project information onto the body surface using a standard projector. This system is used to project markers corresponding to the internal points selected earlier (using standard software) directly onto the skin. Moreover, we extend the system by viewer tracking and project a ray-traced visualization of the whole volumetric data set onto the skin, creating the illusion of a “look inside” the body at the operation site and making it easier to gain an overall understanding of the spatial relationships. Lastly, we add a method to select 3D points of interest directly on the projection using a Vive controller, rendering marker transfer from a viewing software on the PC to the patient completely obsolete by creating an in-situ planning tool. Our contribution therefore is threefold. We provide

- a system to correctly project markers on a non-planar body (see Section 3),
- an additional volumetric view of the preoperative data visualized on the patient’s skin (see Section 4),
- and a method to interactively choose points of interest directly in the volumetric visualization (see Section 5).

By means of a pilot user study with laypersons, we furthermore show that the proposed system greatly improves the accuracy of marker positioning on the skin (see Section 6).

2. Previous Work

Augmented Reality by HMDs for Surgery Planning. In general surgery planning and assistance, augmented reality (AR) is mostly realized through head-mounted displays (HMDs). There is a large body of research on the usage of HMDs [RWQ20, EVF19, VTZ20], both see-through like Google Glass and Microsoft HoloLens and non-see-through like HTC Vive, reaching from applications which merely provide information which would normally be presented to the surgeon on a screen [AJAP20] to applications which create overlays over the patient and thus enrich the surgeon’s understanding of the patient’s body [GGS18, PIL18]. However, HMD-bound methods are often found cumbersome or distracting, and moreover mutually exclusive in microsurgery, where the surgeon needs to view the operation field through a microscope [VRZ17]. The field of AR for the preparation of DIEP flap breast reconstruction surgery in particular is only just emerging: Bosc et al. [BFP17] and Wesselius et al. [WML21] propose methods to visualize the perforators as a hologram overlaid to the patient using a 2D HMD and a HoloLens, respectively. In their approaches, additional markers have to be glued to the skin in order to register the overlay view to the patient.

Augmented Reality by Projection for Surgery Planning. Projection as an alternative to using head-mounted displays for bringing augmented reality to surgical procedures offers the major advantage that there is no need for surgeons to wear a headset. For general preoperative and intra-operative surgery enhancement, the applications of projection range from rather simple approaches merely using the patient as a canvas to prevent focus change between a display and the surgery site [TRM03] to more advanced approaches using coded light [HDR01, HBD01] or optical marker tracking systems [GZX21] to ensure registration between the patient and the augmenting content. However, to the best of our knowledge none of these approaches includes depth tracking for marker-less object tracking, offers viewer-dependent volumetric visualization or even interactive in-situ placement of labels. For the special case of DIEP flap breast reconstruction, Hummelink et al. [HHH15, HVM17, HHSK19] developed a projection-based method for preoperative perforator mapping. However, they employ a small hand-held projector, offer pure markers instead of a volumetric visualization, and only register the projection to the patient by hand, moving and rotating the projector and checking the resulting projection using a standard ruler [HHH15]. Chae et al. [CGH18] and Sotsuka et al. [SMF14] propose similar methods, also relying on manual registration using natural features like the navel or additional markers attached to the skin and also not providing interaction with a full volumetric rendering, but only 2D projections overlaid over the patient’s skin.

3. System for Marker Projection

Our first contribution is a setup to robustly and accurately project markers found by standard surgery planning at the PC (and subsequently also a full volumetric rendering and additional information, see Sections 4 and 5) onto a patient’s skin. The basic setup (see Figure 2) consists of a standard projector, an RGB-D camera and the target object to illuminate.
The target object in the DIEP flap breast reconstruction case is the abdominal skin of a patient. During both implementation and evaluation of our method, we used a 3D-printed model of an abdomen as a replacement for a real patient. The 3D print was created using a CTA data set of a real patient and extracting the surface of this volume by applying the Marching Cubes algorithm [SCT∗15, LSC∗17]. As a basis for our system, we use a combination of robust multi-projector mapping including depth tracking [KLS∗18] with automatic camera-to-projector calibration [SCT∗15]. For the sake of simplicity, we only employ a single projector in our setup, but the system can readily be extended by a second projector to facilitate projecting onto differently oriented surface parts.

Using the aforementioned calibration and tracking routines, we position the projector, the target object and the virtual instance, i.e. mesh, of the target object in a common coordinate system attached to the RGB-D camera and ensure accurate registration of the target object and the mesh. As both the calibration routine [KLS∗18] and depth tracking [SCT∗15] rely on features found in the target object, the abdominal skin (in contrast to feature-rich body regions like head, hands or feet) constitutes a challenging task for our system. We therefore verify correct registration of mesh and object by projecting surface normals to the 3D print and checking proper alignment of the normal visualization to the few discernible surface features, first and foremost the navel, which can also be identified in the depth image. Using this registration routine, we reach striking accuracy in projecting onto the 3D print of the abdomen, as can be seen in Figure 3. In a future setting with permanently mounted components, the calibration between RGB-D camera and projector will only have to be done once and stay fixed afterwards.

In order to label a point of interest on the patient’s skin, the surgeon selects a 3D point in the CTA data set in a first step, using a standard visualization tool (for example ITK-SNAP [YPCH∗06]). The markers set by the surgeon are exported as a label mask registered with the volume data set. In the basic version of our system, we only visualize the surface points corresponding to these internal markers. We first determine the corresponding skin points by computing the projection of the points to the skin along the sagittal axis. These surface points are then visualized on the surface as small green dots (see Figure 3) using our setup. To preserve them for later use during the intervention, the only thing the surgeon now needs to do is mark the points indicated by the green dots using a skin pen. Alternative models for the correspondence between inner point and surface point – other than mere sagittal projection – could easily be integrated.

4. Extension to Volumetric View

Being able to project markers onto the skin surely is a helpful option to reduce inaccuracy during the transfer of preoperative planning from the PC to the patient, but it neither provides information about the depth of the internal markers nor does it help the surgeon in gaining an overall spatial intuition about the data set. Therefore, we extend our system by the capability to display not only plain marker points, but also a volumetric rendering of the whole data set. Using a volumetric representation rather than a collection of surface meshes extracted from the CTA data set comes with the advantage of being able to interactively adapt the transfer function, which helps in finding certain structures such as crossing points between different types of tissue.

For rendering the internal structures in a volumetric way, we employ direct volume rendering, using a transfer function and illumination model suited for medical imaging [CEGM16, GES∗18], but refrain from utilizing a complete Monte-Carlo path-tracing approach and rather opt for a simpler ray casting scheme in order to maintain interactive frame rates. Using a transfer function specially designed for the visualization of the abdominal region, we
obtain good quality without taking global effects into account. Using this trade-off between quality and performance, we reach about 20 frames per second for a projector with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060, which would not be enough for the use in an HMD, but allows for a smooth user experience in the projected image (see accompanying video for reference).

To achieve the illusion of showing objects inside the body, we have to adapt the volumetric rendering to the observer’s position. To this end, we extend the basic setup from Section 3 by a Vive tracker, tracked by HTC’s Lighthouse system. The tracker is attached to the viewer’s forehead by a strap and its position is used to set up the rays for ray casting. The calibration between the basic setup from Section 3 and the Vive tracker is done manually by positioning the tracker in an eye-to-forehead distance to the camera and storing its position and orientation with respect to the camera on a button press.

5. Interactive Point Selection

The possibility to project markers found and labeled using a standard CT visualization tool to the skin without the need to use imagination or approximate measurement (see Section 3) greatly improves on accuracy of the transfer step, the option to look at the interior of the body using volumetric rendering (see Section 4) offers a better way to explore the data set and gain an overall intuition about the spatial relationships and vessel courses beneath the abdominal skin. With both the object-tracked and calibrated accurate projection from Section 3 and the viewer-tracked volumetric rendering from Section 4 in place, we can go even further and completely omit the preceding labeling step at the PC by providing a method to directly select landmark points in-situ, therefore adding a Vive controller to the setup to enable interaction with the data set.

Using viewer-tracked volumetric rendering, the parallax effect is reproduced correctly for the viewer, creating an immersive experience of being able to look through the skin. Furthermore, the volumetric rendering extension does not only provide a powerful way to gain an overall understanding of the spatial relationships, but also enables us to render the markers from the first surgery planning step as balls embedded into the volumetric scene (see Figure 4d) instead of projecting only the corresponding surface points onto the skin (see Figure 4c). As a result, surgeons can walk around the object and choose the point on the surface belonging to the chosen internal point, using metrics different from plain projection along the sagittal axis. However, due to the viewer tracking requirement, the volumetric extension of our system can only be used by one surgeon at a time in a meaningful way (see Figure 4a), as distortions occur for viewing angles different from the tracked view (see Figure 4b).
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three ways (see next paragraph) and can be fixated using a button on the controller. As this plane is not bound to the sagittal, coronal or axial direction, but can move freely in space, it is of superior value for the selection of points (especially on vessels, which naturally follow curved paths not oriented along coordinate axes) than the plane views shown in standard programs. In a second step, the intersection point between the forward axis of the controller and the fixed plane is visualized, which enables the user to select a point on the plane in a laser-pointer fashion. Once the user has marked this point using a button on the controller, both the thusly chosen internal marker point and the corresponding point on the skin are visualized. Figure 5 shows a schematic overview over the two steps and the resulting visualization. With the controller at hand, we furthermore provide a simple way to alter the transfer function in order to assess the different types of tissue in context to each other: By swiping left and right on the trackpad of the controller, the user can change the window leveling and therefore mask out certain tissue types while enhancing others. The full setup and pipeline for in-situ point selection can best be seen in the accompanying video.

**Plane Modes.** We offer three plane modes with different advantages which can be toggled using the controller. In *semitransparent mode* (see Fig. 6a), the plane is visualized in semitransparent blue. In this mode, the volumetric CTA data can be viewed as a whole without clipping away parts of the volume. When *clip-plane mode* (see Fig. 6b) is selected, the part of the volume in front of the plane is clipped and the plane itself is not shaded at all, giving the user better view on the structures lying exactly on the plane. Lastly, *MPR mode* (see Fig. 6c) shows the multiplanar reconstruction of the CTA data on the current plane in greyscale, also clipping the half-space in front of the plane. This mode introduces occlusion, but in return links the new visualization to the CTA view surgeons might be more familiar with. In all modes, the outline of the volume cross-section is highlighted in white color to provide guidance on the orientation of the plane in space. The user can switch between modes and alter the transfer function at any time during plane selection. For example, one can use the semitransparent mode first to gain an overall understanding of the vessels’ paths and find the approximate target region, then switch to clip-plane mode to find the exact location, and lastly verify its correctness using MPR mode.

6. Results

The problem arising during standard perforator mapping and thus the benefit of our method is twofold:

- It is difficult to select exact points of interest along vessels (crossing points with muscle layers, branching points etc.) using standard CT viewing software. Our method, however, facilitates the location of such points by providing a volumetric view and the possibility to select planes which are not axis-aligned.
- It is difficult to transfer and map a found 3D point to the corresponding point on the patient’s abdominal skin for later use during flap extraction. Our method, however, facilitates this transfer by providing a possibility to select a point in-situ and project it directly onto the surface.

---

**Figure 6:** Different plane modes, depicted for different plane orientations: (a) semitransparent mode, (b) clip-plane mode, (c) MPR mode. The plane modes can be toggled using the controller both during plane selection and during point selection, when the position of the plane is already fixated.

**Figure 7:** Landmarks to be found and marked by the participants in the three pilot study experiments: branching of aorta in left and right arteria iliaca communis (A), branching of left arteria iliaca communis in arteria iliaca interna and externa (B) and exit point of arteria femoralis from arteria iliaca externa (C). These landmark points are also used for the visualizations found in Figures 3 and 4.
In order to compare the standard routine for perforator mapping to different extents of assistance through our projective system and therefore show its benefit with respect to the two aspects of selection and transfer, we evaluate three variants:

- **standard selection, standard transfer**: Both the selection of the internal point in a standard program and the transfer of this internal marker to the skin surface using only spatial imagination are conducted mimicking the standard perforator mapping routine in the clinical workflow.
- **standard selection, projective transfer**: Selection of the internal points is still done in a standard program, but instead of relying on visual judgment, the transfer step is performed by projecting the markers to the skin using our basic setup (see Section 3).
- **projective selection & transfer**: The internal marker points are selected in-situ using our full projective setup. There is no need for an extra transfer step as the selection step does not take place in a standard program, but directly on the patient’s skin.

To this end, we performed a small pilot user study involving 10 participants (aged 24 to 65; 5 female and 5 male). The participants – all without any medical knowledge – were shown a volumetric rendering of the abdomen (see Figure 7) with three vessel landmarks labeled as points A, B and C. The participants’ first task then was to find the respective internal points in a CT stack viewed in a standard program, the second task to find the corresponding points on the patient’s skin by means of spatial imagination, like it is done in standard surgery planning routine. In a third task, they were asked to find the same three surface points using our two-step point selection method. Although crossing landmarks (where the according vessels perforate the abdominal muscles) are the most important points for DIEP flap surgery planning, we opted for the
three branching landmarks depicted in Figure 7 to be used in the study instead, as they are easier to identify for medically unexperienced users.

For the first task, we used ITK-SNAP [YPCH’06] as an easy-to-use reference tool for 2D investigation of the CTA volume. Before they were asked to select the landmark points, the participants were shown how to scroll through the volume along the axial, sagittal and coronal axis using the mouse wheel, use the linked cursor to navigate through the views in a connected manner, and mark a point using the labeling tool. Once the participants finished labeling the three points using ITK-SNAP, they were asked to show the corresponding surface points on the abdominal model only using spatial imagination in the second task. For guiding the surface point selection process, the participants were allowed to scroll through the three planar views in ITK-SNAP extensively to assess the spatial relationship between the skin and the markers set by themselves in the previous step, and also look at the original rendering with the landmarks labeled as circles. The per-participant results of these first two tasks were stored as three images taken from the camera’s point of view showing the estimated skin points (see Figure 8a, shadow of the pen tip) and, additionally, a label mask exported from ITK-SNAP containing the 3D points selected by the participant. The label mask was fed into our program later on and the participant-set markers were visualized using the simple marker pipeline from Section 3 to differentiate between the errors introduced in the internal marker setting step and in the transfer step of the second task (see Figure 8b).

For the third task, the participants were first given a short introduction into our method, containing the two-step point selection routine and the possibility to switch between the three plane modes. Afterwards, they were asked to select the same three landmarks like in the first two tasks of the experiment. Hereby, they were free to redo the selection steps until they were satisfied with the outcome. The results of this second task were stored as three images taken from the RGB-D camera’s point of view showing the results of our method for all three landmarks (see Figure 8c). Due to a technical problem in the recording process, we obtained only 9 images for landmark C.

Figure 8 shows an overview over the intermediate results in the form of seven images per participant. From each of these images, we extract the pixel coordinates of the selected surface points and compare them to the coordinates of the ground truth points obtained by marking the correct point in the standard CTA viewer ITK-SNAP and rendering them from the camera’s point of view (see Figure 3a).

Figure 9 depicts the error (i.e. distance to the ground truth surface points) in pixels of the three variants for all participants and landmarks as box plots for a quick overview. Figure 10 offers more precise spatial information by showing the single estimated surface points resulting from the three variants per participant as circles and the ground truth positions as stars.

The results shown in Figures 9 and 10 can be interpreted as follows: As can easily be seen from the left plot in Figure 9, the first variant (standard selection, standard transfer) produces by far the largest errors, with an average error of 97 pixels and errors ranging up to 226 pixels. The highest error occurs for landmark C as it is farthest away from the navel and other easy-to-incorporate points of reference. The lion’s share of this error stems from the transfer step only relying on spatial notion, as is proven by the second plot (standard selection, projective transfer) with an average error of only 20 pixels. The third variant (projective selection & transfer) shows slightly higher error values in general (average: 23 pixels), but does not exhibit outliers with drastically higher error values like found in the second variant. As shown in Figure 10b, these outliers occur when participants set the internal marker points to a completely wrong location as they cannot recognize the correct landmark points in the standard program, which only offers sagittal, coronal and axial views. Our interactive pipeline, however, visualized the data in a ‘natural’ way, making it easy for all participants to correctly identify the sought-for internal point. The slightly higher error found in the third variant mostly stems from controller inaccuracy induced by the Vive tracking system. With the arrival of even better tracking hardware in the future, we expect our full method (third variant) to further improve.

Surgeons would likely perform better in the first and second variant, as they are more used to both assessing spatial relationships using only sagittal, coronal and axial view and transferring an internal point to the skin only using their imagination. Using our projection system with direct navigation on the patient, however, even laypersons and less experienced surgeons are able to label landmarks correctly and automatically obtain the correct surface point via projection.

7. Limitations
As it is only possible to account for the position of a single tracked viewer at a time, the system is not suited for a multi-viewer setup. However, the fact that the system was not tested on real patients, but only on a 3D-printed model of the abdominal region, poses the most significant limitation to the current realization of our approach. Future work therefore has to focus on application of our method in an authentic medical environment, implying several challenges: First
of all, real patients, unlike the model used in our experiments, exhibit nonrigid deformation both between recording of the CTA data set and annotation using our system (due to slightly different lying positions) and during the labeling phase (due to breathing and other involuntary movement). Additionally, the current setup needs to be improved to meet the requirements imposed by clinical routine, for example regarding ease of handling and robustness. Further steps towards this goal could be a more convenient realization of viewer tracking and a robust mount for the projector which needs to project vertically upon a lying patient instead of horizontally onto the printed model.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we showed how projection mapping can help with exploring preoperative data and transferring the findings to the real surface in a more intuitive and also more accurate manner. Our system enables even medically inexperienced users to find and mark points of interest in a data set and, more importantly, on the patient’s skin, as we could prove in a small pilot study. Thus, we are able to close the gap between standard visualizations for preoperative data and the object to transfer the information to. Once this transfer does not have to be done by the surgeon anymore, we expect more accurate marking on the skin and better surgery results in the long run. Further research can now focus on applying our system to other surgical operations in a variety of intervention fields.
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